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We classify the reverse process {X,) of a multitype- Galton-Watson process 
[Z,}. In the positive recurrent cases we give the stationary measure for (X,} 
explicitly, and in the critical case, supposing that all the second moments of Z, are 
finite, we establish the convergence in law to a gamma distribution. Limit 
distributions of {Z,.), 0 < c < 1, conditioned on Z,, are also given in the 
subcritical, supercritical and critical car*s, respectively. These extend the previous 
one-type work of W. W. Esty. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND NOTATION 
Let Z, = (Zn,l ,..., Z,,,) denote a positively regular, non-singular, d-type 
Galton-Watson process. The matrix M of offspring expectations has 
maximal eigenvalue p and corresponding positive left and right eigenvectors 
v, u, respectively, uniquely determined by the normalizations v . II = 1 and 
1 . u = 1 where 1 = (l,..., 1). We call S the set of all d-tuples i = (iI,..., id) 
whose elements are non-negative integers. The d-dimensional cube of points 
s= (s, ,..., sJ, 0 < S, Q 1, is denoted by C. Let 0 = (0 ,..., 0) and e, be the unit 
vector with the jth component equal to 1. For x, y E Rd we write x < y if 
xJ < JJ, for all j, and x < y if x, < y, for all j. Let xk denote the product 
kt x, a.1 X~forkESand~ER~,xythevector(x,y,,...,x,y,)forx,yER~, 
and x/y the vector (xl/y 1 ,..., xd/yd) for x, y E Rd ( y, # 0 for all j). 
As usual, f(s) is the offspring probability generating function (p.g.f.), that 
is, f(s) = f,(s) = (fl,l(s),...,fl,d(s)), where f,,j(s) = E(sZII Z, = ej), s E C. 
Then the ijth component of the mean matrix M is M, = ~~~,,(l)/aSj* Also we 
have E(& 1 Z, = e,) =&,(s), l<j<d, s E c, where fPt(s) = 
cfn,dS),- fn,db)) with f,(S) = s is the nth functional iterate of f(e). Let 
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{P,,(i, j); i, j E S} denote the n-step transition probabilities of the process 
{Z,}. Then the p.g.f. of {P,(i, j); j E S}, i E S, is f,!,(s), s E C. 
Let q be the extinction probability of the process {Z, }. When p > 1, we 
always assume q > 0. Then, putting f*(s) = f(qs)/q, it is well known that the 
process generated by p.g.f. f*(s) is subcritical and the mean matrix of this 
process is M(q) = (8fi,r(q)/Lk,). Moreover, let (P,*(i, j); i, j E S} denote the n- 
step transition probabilities of this process and p* the maximal eigenvalue of 
M(q). The corresponding right and left eigenvectors as above are denoted by 
U* and v*, respectively. It directly follows that P,*(i, j) = P,(I, j) qJ-! When 
p < 1, it is sometimes written by p*. 
In this paper we are interested in extending the results of Esty [2] to the 
multitype case. In Section 2 we shall establish some results concerning the 
reverse process of the multitype Galton-Watson process. In Section 3, 
proceeding also parallel to Esty [2], we shall investigate the convergence in 
law of {Z,,} (0 < c ,< 1) as n + co, conditioned on extinction after time n. 
2. THE REVERSE PROCESS 
Let 0 < n, < n2 < .m. ( rzk < n. Then for i, jo, j, ,..., j, E S - (0) 
lim P{Z,-,, = j, ,..., Zn-nk n-to3 =jkIZn-l#O,Zn=jO,ZO=i} 
= !% P,(i,j,) 
pn-nko’jk) Pnk-nk-,&, j,-,) -s - P tj j n, 1, 0 ) 
= *(-nd~P~l_nl_,(ik,jk-,) ... P P 
No) 
(j j ) n, l,O, 
where n(j) = lim,,, P,(i, j)/[f!,+,(O) - f:(O)] (the existence of this limit is 
due to Lemma 6 in [6]) and we used Theorem 1 in [6]. By this quantity we 
defines P{X,, = j, ,..., X,,= j, ] X0 = j,}. Then, referring to Remark of 
Lemma 6 in [6], we see as follows that this is a proper joint probability 
function: 
* 
1 1 =-- C WpnkLjO) = 1. 
die) P*nk kCS-(0) 
Furthermore, we see that the Markov property of the process {X, } obviously 
follows and its n-step transition probability &,(I, j) is given by 
. 
Mid = -&$PLi, 9 
P 
for i,jES-{O}. 
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Thus {X,} is a Markov chain on the state space S - {0} with the initial state 
j, E S - (0). 
Let now j, = 0. Then we have 
lim 
n-eco 
P{Z,-,, = j ,,..., Z,-,= j, 1 Zzel # 0, Z, = 0, Z, = i} 
= lim 
P{Znmnk=jk ,..., Z,-,~=j,,Z,_,fO,Z,=OIZ,=i} 
n+m P{Z,-, # 0, Z, = 0 ( Z, = i} 
= lim J 
R-+CO fm-L(O) 
X lim fL,+dO) - fL,CO> P,-,,&h) 
“*CO m> - L(O) fh-a,+ I(O) - fL,@) 
=P nx-nkJiktLl) a-- K,-,,&J,Xf’,l,(~o) - f’,l,-,CO>l ~*l+Wik)~ 
where made use of the corollary of Lemma 5 and Lemma 6 in [6] for the last 
equality. Again, denoting this quantity by P(XnI = j, ,..., Xnk = j, 1 X, = 0), 
c P{Xnk = jl ,..., Xnk=jkIXo=Ol 
JI.....J@S-IO, 
c P*‘-v~p) -f~k-lw~ 4ik) 
Jkkss-IO1 
=P*l-“~{A(f,~(0))--A(f”r-,(O))) = 1, 
where A(s) = cJEs-,o, n(j) s’, s E C, and in the last equality we invoked the 
remark following Lemma 6 in [6] and Theorem 2.1 in 141. Thus, as in the 
case j, # 0, {X,) is a Markov chain with the initial state 0, and 
R,(O, j) = P{X, = j 1 X, = 0) =p*‘-“‘{f!(O) - fiel(0)) dj). 
We shall refer to {X,) as the reverse process of {Z,). We note that when the 
original process is aperiodic and irreducible the reverse process is also 
aperiodic and irreducible in the same sense. Now_ we have the same following 
classification of (X,) as that of the Q-process (z,} associated with {Z,} (see 
Theorem 2 in [6]) and even their stationary measures are identical. 
THEOREM 1. Assume that {Z,} is aperiodic and irreducible. Let {X,} be 
the reverse process of {Z,) on the state space S - (0). 
(i) If p > 1, then {X,) is positive recurrent. 
(ii) If p = 1, then {X,} is transient. 
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(iii) Ifp < 1, then {X,} is positive recurrent if and only ifSor all 1 < i, 
.i<d 
E(Z,,j log Z*,j ] Z, =e,) < Co. (2.1) 
(iv) In the positive recurrent cases the stationary measure for (X,} is 
p(j) = Q(O)< 1 - p*) $6 a u*) n(j) = -u(j)(j . II*), jES-{0} 
(k 14) = CIps-~ol di) RtLj)), w h ere v(j) is a coeficient of power series 
Q(s) that is a limit of v* . ( 1 - fz(s)}/p*” as n + 03 (see Theorem 2 of Joffe 
and Spitzer [5]). 
Proo$ Ifp= I, 
. 
ULj) =~P& i), i,jES- (0). 
Therefore {X,} is also transient because of transience of (Z,}. Subsequently 
in the other cases, applying Lemma 7(iii) in [6], and noting that ~0) = 
-qeJv(‘j)/Q(0)( 1 - p*), we have 
lim R (i j) - $@) lim mi)= $& (-v(i)6 . u*)) 
n 7 
n-a, qn(i) n+m p*” 9 40 
which proves (i), (iii) and (iv) simuitaneously. 
Remarks. (1) For p(j) in the above theorem (iv) we can also write 
cl(j) = [gradA . @I*)]-‘(j . u*) rr(j) q’, because we may use Lemma 7(iv) 
in [6] to obtain the relation Q(O)< 1 - p*) = [grad A(q) . @I*)] - ‘, noting 
that the process generated by p.g.f. f*(s) satisftes condition (2.1). This fact 
has been also used in the above proof. 
(2) If p = 1, then lim,,, R,(O, j) = 0. On the other qhand, if p > 1 or 
p < 1 and (2.1) holds, we may apply Lemma 7(ii) in [6] to obtain 
lim R,(O, j) = x(j) lim m> - f!I- I@> 
n-r03 n+co P *n 
= n(i) /\% qJ i$ ’ --z;f”’ - ’ ;TnJ(o’/ 
I 
=Ir(j)q’Q(O)(j.u*) +l =-+v(j)(&u*). 
( 1 
According to the above results, (X,} is transient in the case p = 1 and so 
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X, + co with probability 1. Therefore we now consider the convergence in 
distribution of {X,/n}. In order to carry out this we shall assume that all the 
second moments of Z, are finite. According to the notation of Joffe and 
Spitzer [5], this condition is equivalent to 
for all t E C and 1 < l< d, where 6 is the Kronecker delta and q[ ] is clearly 
a vector whose elements are quadratic forms of order d. Moreover, let Q[t] = 
v - q[t], t E C. We have the following 
THEOREM 2. Assume thaf p = 1 and (2.2) holds. Then fir each w  >, 0 
(w # 0), as n + a, {(X, . u)w/n 1 X, = 0) converges in distribution to a 
random variable U, + U,, where U, and U, are independent, concentrated 
on the ray rw (r > 0), and identically distributed exponential random 
variables with means Q[u]. \ 
In order to prove the theorem we need the following: 
LEMMA 1. Assume that p = 1, then 
i (f..,(o)-~~-,.,(o)l~A(f,(O))> 1 
I=1 I 
and 
Proof. 
1 = A(f,(O)) - A(f,-,(O)) = c @{fj,(O) -f’,-,(O)) 
JPS-IO1 
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Similarly 
Proof of Theorem 2. Let $,(A) be the Laplace-Stieltjes transform of the 
distribution {{X, . u)w/nl X, = 0). For a fixed h such that A. . w  > 0, put 
t(n) = (t,(n),..., t,(n)) = (~((*““)‘~)~l,..., e-((“w)‘n)ud). Then 
(,(A) = E[e-‘*cXn.u)wln 1 X0 = 0] = 1 7dj) t’(n){fj’,(O) - fi-,(O)) 
JsS-IO1 
G c 4) i K,l(O) -L,,W t!(n) 
JeS-lOI I=1 
x P*(n) L,,(0)Y’ --* {~r-l(~)f,,,-,(0)~“-L~,t~,(~)f,,,(O)J”-’ 
x {r,+l(n)f,,r+,(o)~j’+’ *-* kmf,,d(0)~jd 
(2.3) 
I=1 
Similarly 
Here, to use Lemma 2 in [7], we observe that 
=(h.W)u,+erul= u’ -Ku,. 
Thus for each sufficiently large n and arbitrarily small E > 0 there are 
integers m, and m2 such that 
fm*(o)~wf,-,P)9 t(n) cm G L*W’ 
ml 1 
lim n= KQ[u] +E 
and 
1 (2.5) 
n-+co lim T=KQ,ul-E. n-t* 
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liEIf d,(A) 
2 lim inf i Ml,r(O) - L-,,rm -& A&,(O)) 
n+a, [=I I 
> lim inf 3 n-m ( 1 
2 
n $Zd WKJJ) - L,,P>l 
x m;2[f”1+1,[(0)-fm,,l(0)l-1 r,(n)) 
x lil ~f,,+l,r(O?-f,,,1(0)~ $w&v) 1 
2 (a$] + J’ (2.6) 
where in the last inequality we used (2.5), Corollary of Lemma 1 in [7] and 
Lemma 1. On the other hand 
lim SUP 9,@) < lim sup i K,,(O) -f,-,,,(O)} r,(n) $A(&JO)) n-em n-m I=1 I 
Now, recalling that E is arbitrarily small, and letting E 1 0, we have from 
(2.6) and (2.7) 
lim (bAA)= (&J2= (Q,“](A)+ l)i’ n-02 
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which is the Laplace-Stieltjes transform of the distribution stated in the 
theorem. The continuity theorem then finishes up the proof of the theorem. 
COROLLARY. Under the same conditions as in the above theorem, if 
n -+ 00 and t--t UJ in such a way that t/n + c (c > 0), {(X,,, - u)w/n 1 X, = 0) 
converges in distribution to a random variable which is the sum of two 
independent, identically distributed, exponential random variables with 
means cQ[u]. 
3. LIMITS OF SOME CONDITIONAL DISTRIBUI-IONS OF Z,, 
In this section we consider limiting distributions of Z,,,,, 0 < c < 1, 
conditioned on Z,. For simplicity we shall drop the square bracket, but cn 
will always be understood to mean [cn]. 
First we treat the non-critical case. Then we have readily the following: 
THEOREM 3. Assume that p > 1 or p < 1 and condition (2.1) is satisfied, 
then for 0 < c < 1, both 
(i) {Z,, ( Z, # 0, Zn+k = 0 for some k, Z, = i} 
and 
(ii) {Z,,IZ,#O,Zn+k=O,ZO=i} 
converge in law, as n + 00, to the same stationary distribution as in 
Theorem l(iv), namely, rJ . u*) &@/grad A(q) * @I*). 
Proof: Appealing to Lemma 7(ii,iii) in 161, 
P{Z,, = j 1 Z, # 0, Zn+k = 0 for some k, Z, = i) 
-+ -u(j)(j * u*) as n+co, 
which proves part (i). As for part (ii), in addition, invoking Lemma 3 of [6] 
and Theorem 2 of [5] 
P{Z,, = j 1 Z, # 0, Zn+k = 0, Z, = i} 
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_ C&j) f*! n cn (fk*(O)) -f*i n cn (0) 
P *cn “* * KL”viYo)) - f,*-C”W~ 
[ 
f,*‘(f,*(O)) - f?‘(O) -l 
X 
v* * Ew(0)) - f,*(O)1 1 
+ -v(j)(j * u*) as n+co. 
Thus the proof is complete. 
Remark. Let T be the extinction time of {Z,}. Then for each non- 
negative integer k {Z,, 1 n + k < T < cx) }, 0 < c < 1, also converges in law, as 
n --) co, to the same distribution as in the theorem. Its proof is similar to that 
of (i). The convergence of {Z, 1 n + k < T < co } is demonstrated in 
Theorem 3 of [a]. 
Now we turn to the critical case. First we note that the following lemma 
holds. Square brackets f&(s) and ZIIl will be also omitted in the sequel. 
LEMMA 2. If p = 1 and condition (2.2) is valid, and if n, t,, I, + co 
(tl < t2) in such a way that t,/n +candt,/n-+c’ (O<c<c’), then 
/I& n { f:,(O) - f:,(O)} = z &!j . 
Proof. Using Lemma 3.3 of [4] and Theorem 6 of 151, 
i\% n{f:,(O) -f:,(O)} = lim 
n-+m [ 
1 -f:,(o) 
v * { 1 -f,,(O)} t,v * I1 - ft,Wl 
n 
1 - fkf”) 
xr,-v* {1-fJO)} * 
t v * { 1 - fJO)} ;] 
c’-c i-u 
=--. 
c'c Qbl 
This completes the proof. 
We generalize Theorem 1.15.1 of [ 1 ] and the theorem on p. 579 of [ 21 to 
the multitype case as follows: 
THEOREM 4. Assume that vector w >, 0 (w # 0), p = 1, 0 < c < 1, and 
condition (2.2) holds, then we have the following results: 
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(i) if n -+ 00 and t + co such a way that t/n -+ c (t < n), then 
l(Zt * u)wln I ?I + 07 Zn+k = 0, Z, = i} converges in law to a random 
variable U + V, where random variables U and V are independent, 
exponentially distributed on the ray FW (r > 0) with parameters cQ[u] and 
c( 1 - c) Q[u], respectively; 
(ii) ifn+co,t-+ooandk+oosuchawaythatt/n-+c(t<n)and 
k/n + c’ (>O), then ((Z, e u)w/n / Z, # 0, Zn+k = 0, Z, = i} converges in law 
to a random variable V + W, where random variables V and W are 
independent, V is the same as in (i), and W has the same distribution as V 
except that its parameter is c{ 1 - c/(1 + c’)}. 
Proof. We begin by proving part (i). Note that 
P{Z, = j 1 Z, # 0, Z, = i} 
= P{Z, = j, Z, # 0 1 Z, = i} 
P{Z,#OIZ,=i} 
= PIZ, =j I Z. = il WL # 0 I Z, =jl = p (i j) 1 -L(O) 
P{Z, # 0 1 Z, = i} t 3 1 -f’,(O) * 
Then, letting t(n) = (tl(n),..., t,(n)) = (e-((*. w)‘“)ul,..., e-““’ a)‘“)ud), 
E[e- A’(Zt’u)ln)w 1 Z, -# 0, Z, = i] 
= y e-""~w'l~'J~Up{Zt = j 1 Z, # 0, Z,, = i) 
JZ 
Here we proceed as in the proof of Theorem 2. In order to apply Lemma 2 of 
[7], we observe that 
and 
lim n{l-t(n)}=@.~)urK~u 
n-+* 
=(I-w)u,+ (I-c;Q[u, ut 
J'-c)QLuI@-~>+ 1 u SK u 
(1 -c)Q[u] ’ ’ I’ 
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Therefore, we see that for each sufficiently large n and arbitrarily small E > 0 
there exist integers m,, m2, m3, and m4 (m, > m.,) such that 
fm*(O) < 0) < f!n2(O>’ fnJ0) G 0) L(O) G fm4W, 
1 
lim ?=K,Q,“,+Ey 
1 
n-co lim := K,Q,“,-E 3 It+* 
1 
lim ?= K,Q[u] + E ’ 
1 
n-al lim ?=&Q[+& “+a, 
lim sup f~(t(n)) - f:(t(n) f,-l(“)> n-r03 1 -cm 
( lim c+m2m - f:+m3(o) 
“+UI 1 - C(O) 
= lim 
[ 
1 - c+m,w ” * (1 - f,+m3(W 1 - f:+m,w 
“+a “+-ft+m,wl “*11-f,(O)j -“Y-fi+,,(oN 
” * { 1 - fr+m,(O)~ I[ 1 -f;(o) -l x v * (1 -f,(O)} ” * {1 - f”@)~ 1 
1 1 = 
1 - 1 
‘+ K,Q[u] +E ‘+ K,Q[u] -E 
1 + 2( 1 - C)& 
= {cQ[u](S - w) + 1 - cs){c(l -c) Q[u](k . w) + 1 + c(1 - C)E) 
while 
lim inf C(W) - f:wo f”-,(O)) 
n+m 1 - f!l(O) 
> lim fi+,,(O)-f’,+,,(O) 
/ “-+a, 1 -f’,(O) 
1 - 2(1 -C)& 
= {cQ[u](k - w) + 1 + c&){c(l -c) Q[u](k . w) + 1 - c(1 - C)E} * 
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Since E is arbitrary, we have now 
lim f:(w) - f:(w L(O)) 
“‘CO 1 - MJ) 
1 1 
= cQ[u]@-w)+ 1 ’ c( 1 - c) Q[u](i . w) + 1 * 
This limit is the Laplace-Stieltjes transform of the distribution stated in (i), 
so that the continuity theorem now implies the validity of (i). 
As for the proof of part (ii) we devide into two cases, c’ = 0 or c’ > 0. Let 
now c’ = 0, then we cannot proceed analogously to that of part (i), but we 
can do in the same way as in the proof of Lemma 3 of [ 71. We may write 
P{Z, = j ) Z, # 0, Zn+k = 0, Z, = i} = P,(i, j) LkW -L(O) 
C,k<O> -cl(O) * 
Estimating the numerator of the last quantity, 
et-f+kw - f’- n f (0) 
= i fin’-f+k,l(o) -** fjn’~:+k,r-m 
I=1 
x u-j,‘-f,kJP) - .fL,rm fin’~:,r+AO) *** fL,d(O) 
G 5 Al-f+k,Ao) *** f’,l~:+k,,-,(O)~f,-f+k,,(O) -L,,rm 
I=1 
x hfj,‘2+k,r(o) fin’+‘r+k,l+l(o) *-* fLfk,d(O) 
< max 
I 
AZ-f+k,lw -L,,W 
I<l<d UI ! 
on the other hand 
f’ n-f+k(0) - fi-,(O) > min 
I<l<d 
~-~+kv~(“)u~f.-t.I(o) 
I 
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Consequently 
min Ai-f+k,,vJ) -f,-,,,(O) 
l<l<d 
I 4 1 l:h l/.-;,(o)\ 
i-u 
’ fL+k(0) - fL<o> JES i ’ u 
c- j * u {t(n)f,_,(0)}JPf(i,j) 
Q E[e- i’((Zf*r)ln)r 1 Z, # 0, Zn+k = 0, Z, = i] 
= C t!(n) P{Z, = j ( Z, f  0, Zn+k = 0, Z, = i) 
JES 
< max fn-t+k,lw - L,rW 
’ l<l<d 
I UI 
i.u 
’ ffr+k(0) - f!t<o> JES i ’ u 
c- j ” {t(n)f,_,+k(0)}JP,(i,j). (3.1) 
Now, observing that 
lim t{l -t(n)f,-,(O)}=c (1 -d QblO - w> + 1 u 3 cK u 
n-co (l-4 Qbl 2 7 
we can use Lemma 3 of [ 71 to obtain 
It follows from Lemma 2 that 
lim min 
n-m I<l<d 
1 
i.u 1 
’ f;++(O) -f;(O) = (1 - c)’ ’ 
Thus the lower bound in (3.1) converges to 
1 1 
(1 -c)’ (1 + cKzQ[u]>’ 
as n+co. 
Similarly we see that the upper bound in (3.1) has also the same limit as 
n-r 00. Hence 
lim E[e- k’((Zl’u)fn)r 1 Z, # 0, Zn+k = 0, Z, = i] 
n-co 
1 
= (1 1,, (1 +cK2Q[u])’ = 1 
1 
I 
2 
1 + c(1 -c) Q[u](A . w) ’ 
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which is the Laplace-Stieltjes transform of the distribution given in part (ii) 
with c’ = 0. 
Let now c’ > 0. Then we proceed exactly as in the proof of part (i). We 
can write 
E[e- *‘((Zf’u)/n)w 1 Z, # 0, Zn+k = 0, Z, = i] 
Here 
so that, we see from Lemma 2 of [7] that for sufficiently large n and 
arbitrarily small E > 0 there are integers m, md m, such that m4 < m5 (where 
m4 is as defined in the proof of part (i)), 
1 
lim ~=K3erU,+E and m6 
1 
n+cc 
j\tY= 
K3Qbl --E . 
Therefore 
,im inf wo c-t+dv) - fW) fn-t(O)> 
n-rco f!l+ k(O) - fX0) 
> lim fit,+,(O) - cn,+t<o> 
n+m C+dO) - c<o> 
1 +c’ (4 -K,) Qlul - 2~ 
= c’ (cK*Q[u] + 1 - ce)(cK,Q[uj + 1 + CC) ’ 
and 
lim sup atw fn-t+/@N - f:(w f”-t(O)> n+al f;+fko - fm 
G n’% 
f~6+tw - fLt,+t(O) 
f;+,(o) -f;(o) 
1 +c’ (4 -Kd Q[ul+2~ =- 
c’ (cK2Q[u] + 1 + ce)(cK,Q[u] + 1 - CC) ’ 
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where m3 and K, are also as defined in the proof of part (i). The 
arbitrariness of E now implies that 
lim E[e- k*((Zt.u)/n)n 1 Z, # 0, Zn+k = 0, Z, = i] 
n-cc 
1 +c’ @G-K& Qbl =- 
c' (cK,Qlul+ lW,Qbl+ 1) 
1 
= c( 1 - c) Q[u](k . w) + 1 ’ 
c(l- J1 
Q[u](A . w) + 1 . 
Thus the continuity theorem completes the proof of the theorem. 
COROLLARY. Under the same hypothesis as in Theorem 4, if k/n +c’ 
(~0)andt/n~c(t<n,O<c<1),then{(Z,~u)w/n)Z,+,#0,Z,+,+,=0, 
Z, = i} converges in law to a random variable W, + W,, where W, and W, 
are independent random variables having identical distributions with W in 
Theorem 4(ii). 
Proof Setting m = n t k, 
lim i=C 
1 tc' and lim m= 1 +c’, n+co m n+m n 
so that 
lim L-1 ” 
n-co m 1’ 
while we may rewrite 
3zw z n+kfO, Zn+k+1 =o, Z,=i n 
m Z,.u =-- 
m-k m 
w Z,#O, Zm+l=O, Z,=i. 
Thus we may apply Theorem 4(ii) with k = 1 therein. This completes the 
proof. 
In order to extend results of Theorem 4 and its corollary to vector 
convergence we need Lemma 4 of [ 31. 
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LEMMA 3 (Goldstein and Hoppe). Assume p = 1. Then for any given 
6 > 0, 
where ]IS/[~ denotes the L, norm of s. 
COROLLARY. Under the same hypothesis as in the above lemma, 
where t/n + c (t < n, 0 < c < 1) and k/n + c’ (9) as n + 03. 
Proof: 
=P{IIZJ(Z,.u)-vlll~6,Zn+r#OIZo=i} 
p&t+, #01Z,=i} 
< P{llZJ(Z, - u) - v(L 2 6, Z, # 0 1 Z, = i} 
. 
P(Z,+k#OJZO=i} 
1 -f:(O) 
= 1 --c+kw 
P jll$-vl12>d 1 Z,ZO,z,=il 
-+P 1 ll*-vl12>d 1 Z,ZO,Z,=i/ 
40 as n-co. 
The proof is complete. 
Remark. It directly follows from the above corollary that 
lim P [ll&-vl12$d /Zn,,+O,Zn+,+,=O,Z,=i~ =O. 
“-03 
We shall use this fact to prove part (iii) of Theorem 5 below. 
Using the same argument as Goldstein and Hoppe’s (see the proof of 
Theorem 2 in [3]), we have the following theorem with ease. 
THEOREM 5. Let G,(x), G2(x) and G,(x) be one-dimensional distribution 
functions with Laplace-Stieltjes transforms 
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h(x) = 
1 
{cQ[u]x t l}{c(l -c) Q[u]x t l} ’ 
‘h(x)= (~(1 -c) Q[u]x t l&(1’-c/(1 t c’)) Q[u]x t l} 
and 
1 
‘3(x)= {c(l -c/(1 tc’)) Q[u]x+ l)*’ 
respectively, where 0 < c < 1 and c’ 2 0. If n --t co, t + CCI and k + m in such 
a way that t/n + c and k/n + c’, then for any i E S - {0} 
lim P 2~s Z,#O,Z,=i 
It’03 I I 
(ii) Z,#O,Zn+k#O,ZO=i =G,(s^); 
I 
(iii) ,hir P 29s Z,+k+O,Z,+k+,=O,Z,=i/ =G,(s^), 
I I 
where s^= min,<,<d (s,/v,}. 
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